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Abstract
Background: Stroke remains one of the leading causes of
morbidity/mortality worldwide. Evidence from epidemiological studies has suggested an association between air
pollution and ischaemic stroke, possibly related to increased
blood coagulability and plaque rupture. The main air pollutants are particulate matter and gaseous pollutants, but the
exact mechanism by which these pollutants promote stroke
is poorly understood.
Objectives: To analyse the burden of the air quality levels
in Lisboa/Vale do Tejo area and the number of endovascular
treated-strokes in our center, between 2016-2018.
Methods: Between 2016-2018, 449 ischaemic strokes were
admitted for endovascular treatment, 397 from the Lisboa/
Vale do Tejo area. The air quality level was retrospectively
analysed and divided as Good-Bad (according to particulate
matter and gaseous pollutants - Good: index very good and
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good; Bad: index medium, low and very low levels). This
index was correlated with stroke cases, monthly and in the
trimester before the event.
Results: In all the trimesters, except the 4th trimester/2017,
the trimestral peak number of treated-strokes matched the
exposure to the worst air-quality months in the 3 months
before the procedures. Endovascular thrombectomies
were mostly performed during October/2016 and November/2017, which were also the second worst months of its
years, regarding air quality.
Conclusion: Air pollution is on par with “traditional” risk factors for cardiovascular disease and may have a close temporal
association with ischemic stroke. Portugal’s global air quality
index is currently far from optimal. A greater understanding
of the genesis of this link and its true impact is important in
order to improve public and environmental health policies.
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